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ABSTRACT
The aim of this brief paper is to report on research that utilized Gigapan imaging technology to explore the usage of literacy in the
benchspace of a microbiology laboratory. The paper addressed the following questions: 1)What genres are used in the bench space of a
microbiology laboratory? 2)What are the functions of these genres within the microbiology laboratory? Results revealed a range of genres
within the laboratory benchspace environment that fulfilled four functions: 1) Presentation of Visual Data; 2) Presentation of Procedural
Information; 3) Constructing and Announcing Personal and Social Identity; & 4) Personalizing Science. These functions fulfilled the aims
of conducting laboratory research and constructing personal, social and professional connections.
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INTRODUCTION

The aim of this brief paper is to report on research that utilized Gigapan imaging technology to explore the usage of literacy
in the benchspace of a microbiology laboratory. This study was part of a wider project funded by the Howard Hughes
Medical Institute designed to explore multimodal communication, scientific inquiry education and the interrelationship of
representational resources and scientific activity (1,2). As part of this broader project, the role of laboratory benchspace
literacy was explored and it is in this context that Gigapan technology facilitated and enhanced existing methodological
options. Specifically, Gigapan imaging provided panoramic and fully zoomable pictures of all linguistic and representational
signs within a given location. This meant that by using Gigapan photography complete data from the environmental research
site was collected allowing the specification of all spatial relations and the ability to conduct detailed linguistic and visual
analyses of content.
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LINGUISTIC LANDSCAPE RESEARCH

Linguistic landscape research is a subfield of applied linguistics concerned with “language in the environment, words and
images, displayed and exposed in public spaces” (3). While the starting point of linguistic landscape studies was concerned
with the analysis of verbal signs in the public arena (4) more recent developments have fully embraced a range of publically
displayed, multimodal forms of representation including pictures and photographs (5,6). Furthermore, recent research has
redefined public space as including representational wallspace within educational, institutional and commercial settings and
buildings (5). Linguistic landscape research has mainly been used as a measure of social relationships of groups and
individuals within that environment. But more recent studies have used the methods and approach of linguistic landscape
research to explore issues of symbolic identity, social functioning, and physical orientation (3).
RESEARCH QUESTIONS

The research reported here builds upon previous linguistic landscape research by employing Gigapan photographic
technology to enhance the methodological abilities of linguistic landscape researchers. Specifically, the current paper
addresses the following questions:
1) What genres are used in the bench space of a microbiology laboratory?
2) What are the functions of these genres within the microbiology laboratory?
RESEARCH SITE

This study was conducted in the Hatfull Laboratory, a member of the Bacteriophage Institute of Pittsburgh at the University
of Pittsburgh. This specific laboratory has a wide educational agenda and houses postdoctoral researchers, doctoral students,
and undergraduate students. In addition, this laboratory has an extensive outreach program (termed the Phage Hunting
Integrating Research and Education–PHIRE Program) that brings high school students into the laboratory to work with
professional researchers on a shared research program (1).
METHODOLOGY

Linguistic landscapes consist of the placement of a series of multimodal, representational genres in the public arena.
Accordingly, the central research method of linguistic landscape research is comprehensive photography of the
representational resources placed in a particular setting. Previous research on the linguistic landscape has utilized static
digital photography. The limitations of this photographic method for linguistic landscape research are that the linguistic
landscape is not seen as a panoramic whole, picture taking is overly selective (decisions as to what to photograph), erasure of
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spatial relations and limited ability to define visual and verbal details in the photographs. Gigapan technology easily
overcomes these limitations by providing panoramic images of linguistic landscapes with high quality visual images that are
fully zoomable. Accordingly the methodology used in this study consisted of the creation of Gigapans (panoramic images) of
laboratory benchspace. These panoramic images were then analyzed for representational genre within the landscape, the role
that each of these genres fulfilled within the wider setting of the laboratory and the spatial setting and clusters of each of
genre.
RESULTS

The analysis of laboratory aims with identified genres provides the most direct route to understanding how genre function
within laboratory bench space. To exemplify the findings of this study, the following two Gigapans will be addressed:
1.

Pittsburgh Bacteriophage Institute – Hatfull Laboratory – Post-Doc Workspace
(http://www.gigapan.org/gigapans/ef588df64a95e1c977853dd9baa071a2/)

2.

Pittsburgh Bacteriophage Institute - Hatfull Laboratory - Graduate Workspace
(http://www.gigapan.org/gigapans/73e4368f402629e86e0abc4f34ba2e36/)

In analyzing bench space genre, two broad aims for wall space representation were defined: 1) Genres which help in
facilitating laboratory research; & 2) Genres which facilitate the construction of personal, social and professional
connections. The first aim addresses the core reason for working in a laboratory the production of scientific knowledge. This
aim was achieved through two different functions and manifest in several different genres. The two functions the facilitated
laboratory research were procedural information presentation and visual data presentation. As seen in Gigapan 1, adjacent to
the bench space are various genres that present procedural information. These include sticky notes with procedural recipes for
purification, gene insertion, buffer, tables for buffer dilution, enzyme specification, and DNA ladders. The role of each of
these genres is to provide the research with specific details of how to conduct microbiological research. Visual data was
presented next to the computer/writing area of the bench space and fulfilled the function of providing the overall direction of
the more specific research projects currently being conducted. In Gigapan 1, two spatial clusters were found – for the
working area of the bench space only procedural genre were found; for the writing area visual data and formal procedural
genre (such as the description of method from a research article) were found, suggesting different use of space in these two
adjacent areas.
Gigapan 2 exemplifies the second aim for wall space representation in this laboratory - construction of personal, social and
professional connections. This aim was achieved through two different functions and manifest in several different genres.
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The two functions were announcing/constructing identity and personalizing science. As seen in Gigapan 2, adjacent to both
of the writing/computer bench space areas are a series of wallspace additions that allow identity to be announced and
constructed. These include genre such as family photographs, conference badges, calendars from supported organizations,
home town map and cards. Within these genres are different options for constructing identity. There is home and heritage
identity (as seen in pictures or organizations joined and represented) and there is scientific identity (as seen in conference
badges, scientific posters and presentations of visual data). The function of personalizing science was designed to make
science more friendly and personable. This was achieved through the genres of scientific comic strips, ironic posters, and soft
toy versions of microbiological organisms. For all these wallspace additions there was a sense of fun that was attached to
science. Within Gigapan 2, two spatial clusters were found which designated different foci for constructing identity. For one
research, the emphasis on heritage and community identity was much more pronounced with more family photographs, maps
and organizations present. For the other researcher, there was more usage of the personalization of science in the form of
comics, and soft toy organisms. Table 1 summarizes the aspects of benchspace literacy as found within the photographic data
used for this study.
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Figure 1: Aims, functions and genres of benchspace literacy
FINAL COMMENTS

This visual analysis of microbiology laboratory representational space reveals this site as a professional and a social venue in
which benchspace literacy helps facilitate the process of conducting research as well as constructing community and
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personalizing the laboratory workspace and activity. Gigapan photography combined with linguistic landscape analysis is a
comprehensive methodology that allows the close analysis of the wallspace literacy in this scientific setting.
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